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Purpose of this paper 

1. Chapter 7 of the discussion paper discussed the presentation of the performance 

statement.  Because the chapter did not make specific proposals, most respondents 

provided few, if any, comments on this chapter. Furthermore, many respondents indicated 

that they found it difficult to comment on measurement without being given a clearer 

picture of how the performance reporting would work.  

2. The aim of this paper is to seek further input on performance reporting, using the 

examples on performance reporting from the discussion paper as a starting point. Extracts 

from the performance reporting examples are attached to this paper in Appendices A-F. 

3. Responses from comment letters on performance reporting generally covered the 

following items: 

(a) Treatment of premium (paragraphs 4 and 5) 

(b) Disaggregation (paragraphs 6 and 7) 

(c) Movements in insurance liabilities (paragraphs 8 and 9) 
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Treatment of premiums 

4. The discussion paper discussed whether premiums should be treated as premiums, as 

deposits, or as a mixture of revenue and deposits, but did not put forward specific 

proposals on this topic. Most respondents viewed all premiums as revenue, especially for 

non-life contracts. 

5. However, some saw merit in a margin presentation, particularly for life contracts.  Others 

proposed retaining a revenue presentation in the performance statement (premiums shown 

as revenue, claims shown as an expense), supplementing this with a margin analysis in 

the notes, especially for life contracts.  In this context, some saw life contracts as closer to 

financial instruments and non-life contracts as closer to service contracts. 

Disaggregation 

6. The discussion paper considered in general terms how changes in insurance liabilities 

might be disaggregated in the performance statement, but made no specific proposals.  

Most respondents did not provide specific suggestions, though several emphasised that 

any requirements should use principles rather than detailed rules.  

7. Some suggested that the disaggregation should be designed to be coherent with the three 

building blocks, or to reflect differences in the quality of inputs (for example, by 

distinguishing the effects of observable inputs from the effects of unobservable inputs). 

Movements in insurance liabilities 

8. Most agreed that all changes in insurance liabilities should be reported in profit or loss.  

9. Some proposed permitting or requiring insurers to use other comprehensive income 

(OCI), but did generally not discuss whether the gains and losses would be recycled from 

OCI when the liability is derecognised. Some also expressed concerns about volatility.  

Examples from the discussion paper 

10. Appendices A-F to this paper contain extracts of the performance statement formats used 

in examples 10-15 of appendix G of the discussion paper.  To permit easier comparison, 

all six examples use the same fact pattern. Thus, all six examples show the same profit, 

but the individual line items differ.  
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11. The examples illustrate four formats that present premiums as revenue (examples 10–13) 

and two formats that present premiums as deposits (examples 14 and 15).   

12. Examples 10 and 11 show traditional presentations for non-life and life insurance. 

Example 10 treats premiums initially as a liability (unearned premium). When the 

premiums are earned, the insurer recognises them as revenue. In example 11, an insurer 

recognises the premiums as revenue immediately; at the same time, an addition to the 

liability is recognised as an expense. In all other respects, examples 10 and 11 are 

identical.  

13. Examples 12 and 13 are largely the same as examples 10 and 11, but present acquisition 

costs in a way that is more consistent with the preliminary views expressed in chapter 4 

of the discussion paper. In examples 10 and 11, the insurer treats acquisition costs as an 

asset and amortises that asset over the term of the contract. However, in examples 12 and 

13, the initial measurement of the insurance liability equals the premium received, less 

the part of the premium that pays for the acquisition costs, and the insurer recognises 

acquisition costs as an expense when it incurs them (typically, at inception).  

14. Examples 14 and 15 illustrate two formats that present premiums as deposits. In a fee 

presentation (example 14), an insurer recognises revenue when it charges explicit 

amounts against a policyholder account balance for bearing risk or providing services. In 

a margin presentation (example 15), an insurer recognises revenue when it is released 

from risk (and, if applicable, renders other services). The fee presentation reports gross 

explicit or implicit charges to the policyholder account and gross policyholder benefits 

and claims. In contrast, the margin presentation reports the net margins generated by the 

contract. 

Questions for participants 

15. Should an insurer present premiums as revenue or as deposits?  Why? 

16. Which items of income and expense should an insurer present separately on the face 

of its income statement? Why?  

17. Should the income statement include all income and expense arising from changes in 

insurance liabilities? Why or why not? 
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Appendix A 
Extract from the discussion paper  
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Appendix B 
Extract from the discussion paper  
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Appendix C 
Extract from the discussion paper  
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Appendix D 
Extract from the discussion paper 
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Appendix E 
Extract from the discussion paper 
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Appendix F 
Extract from the discussion paper 
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